A FIRST IN VIDEO CONFERENCING.
NATIVE AND BYOD ALL IN ONE.

Crestron Flex MX

Now every room can handle every type of meeting on any kind of platform with Flex MX. Flex MX supports both native, one-touch join for Microsoft Teams® or Zoom Rooms™ and BYOD for all other platform software; all with just one device.

A first in flexibility.  
The first in audio and video quality.

☐ Certified one-touch join native experience

☐ Connect any laptop or mobile device for BYOD experience

☐ Intelligent HD camera with 150° wide angle view

☐ 360° Quad Mic Array with 20’ range and optional mic pods

☐ One Management Platform: Crestron XiO Cloud™ Service makes deploying, managing, monitoring, and evolving your Crestron Flex MX solution simple and efficient

One Cable to Table:
USB and HDMI® connectivity for content and video conferencing

For more M-Series Tabletop options
Visit crestron.com/flex
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